Special offer - FREE TRIAL
5 Jun 2007 by JR
As a member you'll have access to the hottest droplets from the pens of Jancis, Julia and team.
JOIN NOW to enjoy unlimited access to

tasting notes Thousands of fine wine tasting notes with scores and suggested drinking dates for each individual
wine

members' forum Lively forum for questions, comments and wisdom from Jancis and literate, intelligent and
courteous members from more than 70 countries

inside information Exclusive news, observations and insider tips

don't quote me The things Jancis wouldn't dream of saying between hard covers or on the pink pages of The
Financial Times
Oxford Companion to Wine 3rd edition The world's only online version of this multi award-winning reference
book that Eric Asminov of New York Times calls "a magisterial 813-page encyclopedia of just about everything a
wine lover could ever want to know"

What the press has to say:
“Britain's Jancis Robinson has been called the Julia Child of wine. An internationally renowned wine writer and TV-show
host... Robinson's advice is impeccable, her wit dry and her take on wine refreshingly non-American.” – Time
magazine, Jan 19, 2007
"Although it isn't officially a blog, it is updated so regularly (when does she sleep?) that it might as well be." - Richard
Ehrlich, Independent on Sunday, Oct 2006

"The single best site on the web for wine information.
Her lucid essays offer a straightforward snapshot of the
wider world of the grape." - Doug Frost MS MW,
KansasCity.com, May 2, 2007

85% of purple pagers renew their membership each
year. Start your FREE TRIAL now.

Member comments:

"I would not miss purple pages for anything" Nigel Blundell, UK wine importer (member since 2003)
"I value the unique possibility of getting Jancis Robinson's personal view and her personal feedback. It would be the
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same as getting Freud's feedback on Psychology!"
Rodrigo Mainardi, Brazil (member since 2002)

more feedback from purple pages members...
Click here for your FREE TRIAL!
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